Resilience
for people and people leaders

It’s no secret that leadership – and life in general - has become an exercise in
stoicism, grit and endurance.
We’ve been talking about resilience for a few years now but suddenly the need to
have advanced coping mechanisms has come into sharp relief for everyone.
If Google searches had doubled on resilience as at end of last
year, I wonder what they are right now?!

I used to think that leadership was like a sprint - you went hard, hit your goals,
took and breather and went again.
There was, in hindsight, a reassuring level of routine to it. It was generally stable,
predictable, routine and quite well defined!
Then the rules changed. It became a marathon. At sprint pace. Then they
moved the finish line. Now there isn’t a finish line.

So resilience is now the absolute silver bullet of reconditioning your inner athlete
for this new game.

Resilience is often defined as mental toughness or as the ability to bounce back,
but I think there may be more to it than this.
There is an old Japanese saying to describe it: “fall seven, rise eight”. And that’s ok,
but what if you’re not falling? What if you’re just stalling?
It’s one thing to face barriers but quite another to loose hope; and we fall into
learned helplessness far more easily than we form learned optimism. *
*If you don’t believe me, read a rather horrid experiment of Seligman & Maier in 1964….
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Resilience is our search to replace the coping mechanisms that we feel we
have suddenly lost.

Leaders are feeling heavily impacted by their sudden lack of control, and their
inability to be clear about the future. They cite equal frustration with both
changes in direction and a lack of direction and are increasingly concerned
about their ability to handle the behaviour of those around them.
They really value their ability to be calm, confident and optimistic, and to set
direction and handle set-backs with ease. The sudden impact on their ability to
do this means that they fear losing their coping mechanisms - which is
impacting their ability to perform.
This in turn plays into fearing a loss of confidence from their boss, which
ultimately turns into the fear of losing their job.
How this loss of performance will manifest varies: for some it’s a loss of
momentum, or the inability to add value, a loss of focus or loss of stamina.
They fear they will freeze up or burn out – either paralysed by uncertainty or
outpaced by the change.
As a result, they also fear they will lose their ability to help others whether their
family, friends or team-mates.
There is indeed, as Harvard Business Review recently stated, a sense of grief in all
of this.
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So what is resilience and how do I get me some?
Resilience is a complex subject and there are no right or wrong answers,
because we all define & view resilience as different things, just like we all
respond to and defend ourselves against stressors in different ways. It’s deeply
personal and deeply nuanced.
Your personal formula for resilience will be unique to you and it will change
according the situation you’re in – so I’m afraid only you can determine what
works for you; there is no one-size fits all answer.
But there are a lot of tactics.
What we know is that when you keep searching for ways to change your
situation for the better, you stand a better chance of doing so.
So the paper that follows is in service of offering up a structured approach and a
range of tactics so that you can experiment with what works for you and by
doing so, strengthen yourself for this new race at a new pace.
I hope you find it useful.
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Check in with yourself first. If you’re experiencing more than 4
of these you really, definitely should to read this paper.
Under the weather: Our immune systems are linked to our resilience levels.
Are you constantly unwell?
Not sleeping well: Trouble sleeping is extremely common among people
with low resilience. Are you seeing changes to your usual sleep pattern?
Mood swings: low resilience can cause a change in our hormones. Are you
experiencing any unusual emotional highs and lows? Snapping at those
around you or crying more easily?
Loss of control: When our resilience is low, we may find ourselves taking
unusual risks. Over drinking, spending too much, or taking reckless risks
in relationships?
Abnormal stress: are you over-reacting to normal irritants – are things like
bad manners, poor driving, or bad service making you unusually cross - or
nervous?
Change in social behaviour: are you becoming a bit clingy / needy or are you
isolating yourself from family and friends (I mean virtually of course!)?
Memory banks: Struggling to learn, retain or recall information?
Overwhelmed: our resilience may reach such a low point that we feel
overwhelmed, lose hope or even fall into despair. Finding it hard to plan /
problem solve, no longer caring or lost hope?
Paranoid: are you increasingly reading negative intent or imagining bad
outcomes in the actions and words of those around you?
Self-sabotaging: are you undermining your own goals with bingeeating/drinking, negative self-talk, chronic procrastination?

NB: These characteristics are also common in some mental health
conditions such as depression, so if you have these characteristics
for extended periods or in a severe way – do consider talking to
your health practitioner or a mental health professional
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What is Resilience made of?

Building on the model put forward by Cooper, Flint-Taylor & Pearn in Building
Resilience for Success, I'm going to focus on replacing our lost coping
mechanisms with a personalised selection taken from each of the four quadrants
which make up resilience.

Confidence
your overall positivity

Adaptability
your mental &
physical stamina

Purposefulness
your sense of
direction

Social Connection
your belonging

Where do you think you are doing well right now and where do you think you
need to put a bit more focus in order to build your resilience up?

NB: You may feel that you are shifting between these from day to day, which is

probably a sign that you havent got a solid ground on your tactics for each one
yet - a good idea to develop a resilience 'practice' so that you feel solid in all four
areas over time.
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Purposefulness:
Purposefulness in a time of crisis, chaos and uncertainty can be really hard – and
most of the leaders that I am talking to right now would tell you their greatest
challenge is making decisions and setting direction in all this madness.
And without purpose, humans (and dogs) quickly become helpless and
hopeless, so this is a crucial area of development for all leaders – not just for
ourselves but especially for our teams.

How to be decisive in chaos:

Did you know the entymology of decide is the same as regicide or fratricide? It
basically means to kill something off.
Kill off what? Options.
Too many options can be paralysing. The fewer we have, the more simple
deciding becomes and the more confident we become in our decision making.

The more variables we face, the harder it is to make a decision.

But how do we know which option to land on when
everything is up in the air and changing constantly?
VUCA is a great, simple frame for this, and one that
I’ve used extensively as a leader and train on today.
It really helps to make sense of what kind of
disruption you’re experiencing and to determine a
pathway forward no matter what.
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Using VUCA to respond confidently in chaos
If it’s volatile (a sudden, surprising and major change of plan like 24hrs to lock
down) then your approach is
to get operationally excellent, really fast.
No-one likes a surprise.
It often means a more directive leadership approach,
moving resources rapidly to where they are needed
most: be that at home or on the frontline in healthcare.
The approach here is to focus all attention on the problem, deprioritise anything
but the key activities and move quickly together for detailed planning, really
tight coordination and exceptional communications.
I expect that in the early stages of CoVid, what I've called the SOS stage, that's
exactly what we were all doing, and maybe without even knowing.

Uncertainty usually means it’s hard to determine the outcome - which is hell for

planning as you usually start at the end and work back! Getting more
resourceful about finding your path forward will mean reaching out to others
involved and piecing the puzzle together yourself and then making your own
decision about the likely end state.
I was brought up playing Cluedo and doing logic puzzles (you know, the cheap
ones you get from the newsagent or petrol station?) and this is a great skill
for making decisions when you haven’t got all the information.
Instead of building on what you know in order to decide a course of action, you
eliminate the options based largely on what you don’t know.
Try it! Here’s an online selection for a practice.
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Complexity is usually a multi-functional problem to solve, and collaboration

works every time. Bring the experts together, make their mission and goals clear,
and then get out of their way.
Complex problem solving is a great task to bring your team together on, even
remotely because they can focus hard, together.
It will help them to shut out the background noise (of which there is a lot right
now) and deepen their social connection with each other at the same time.
In a remote work environment this means we have to be more thoughtful and
planned about who we get together and how we set up their conversation for
success – as a leader, this means less time talking and more time thinking.

Ambiguity is often considered the hardest of the lot because it can often feel

like a combination of all of the above.
What can be hard about that is that you can't land one tactic to respond
confidently - you have to become expert at playing with all four.
Ambiguity requires you to:
use your network to pick up clues
apply that to your process of elimination to determine your options
set up your workplan to expect further disruption
brainstorm with the right people at the right moments.
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Keep your long-term view but flexify your short-term tasks
Your action plan probably feels completely derailed and you don’t know what
to do next.
Actually your action plan is experiencing a detour. A pretty major one. And as
with all detours it’s inconvenient, inevitably takes longer, via more twists and
turns, but it gets you home in the end. You'll end up more or less where you
intended to go all along.
If you want to move yourself from being the victim of that detour to being
ahead of the curve (pardon the Coronavirus pun) you’ll need to ready yourself
for constant reprioritising.

Your reprioritising might be based on how urgent the work is these days, how
easy it is to get the work done compared to before (apply your sphere of control
lens here to help you decide: the closer in, the easier it becomes), and
sometimes prioritise based on whether you feel up to it or not.
Deliberately adopting a fluid, easily reprioritised approach means you are ready
for anything – because anything can happen! Use your new way of working as a
way to anticipate and respond to the unexpected.
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You can make the unexpected expected by structuring your work FOR
change rather than worrying about it getting impacted BY change.

not likely to change
if long term enough
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This is why I love a Kanban board, so you can move each task up and down
the board depending on what’s going on – you can visualise progress,
deprioritise tasks in a heartbeat, and always have a list of things to do ‘in
case things change’.
My Kanban of choice is Asana but there are loads of them out there, and if you’re
a to-do-list officionado like me, you’ll never go back.
Your short-term tasks can thus be incredibly flexible – the order in which certain
tasks get done may not actually matter as long as you are moving
in the general direction.
Make your planning cycle short – really short. Pre-Covid I would have told you 30
days. Now I’m saying 1 week at a time. Be your own judge of this, but no longer
than 30 days.
This will mean your goals are more relatable and achievable, which leads to
action, which in turn reinforces your sense of achievement and progress.
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Confidence:

Tackle your inner voice. My inner voice is called Desdemona, and she is really

mean to me. According to her I am an imposter, not smart enough nor
interesting enough, and am not very nice. If Desdemona was my neighbour I
would cross the road to avoid her, so why I listen to her I have no idea.
Listen to your Desdemona objectively and make a physical note of what she is
saying. Be specific. Write it down. Evaluate it. If there is any merit in her words
(remembering that she is a part of your subconscious so not entirely stupid),
decide on a course of action.
If there isn’t merit (because she is unkind for fun) then actively move on – don’t
dwell on non-specific self-negatives. You wouldn’t put up with that talk from a
friend, don’t put up with it from her!

Play to your strengths most of the time. We tend to enjoy the activities that

we are better at, and in turn get better at the activities we enjoy. Be clear on
what you are good at and learn to value it – others already do (just ask them),
and this will reinforce your confidence levels.
Where you don’t feel strong, take confidence from your progress. Every black
belt was once a white belt. If you're feeling not very good at something, just add
a YET to the end of it. And if that doesn’t work, try its best friend – BUT NOT FOR
LONG.
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Learn to be an optimist: Your brain is wired for negativity “like Velcro for

negative experiences and Teflon for positive ones.". Rewire it by minimising
negativity.
Reduce your media diet and limit the other negative voices in your life.
Concentrate yourself on looking for a silver lining in the situation – even if it’s
unintended, a good thing often comes out of even the most difficult
situations.
The military have been light years ahead of most of us in preparing for hard
situations - hunt the good stuff (#htgs) which originated in the US Army’s
Military Resilience Training about twenty years ago is one of the world’s best
ways to learn optimism.

Don’t go a day without laughing: Laughter can temporarily block negative

emotions, helps you relax and recharge, and unites people during difficult
times.
Try these tips to increase your laughter quota:
get closer to those laughing (it’s contagious too!)
laugh at yourself
laugh at situations rather than bemoan them
recall, read and share funny stories - a lot.
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Social Support:
One thing that this research has shown me is that we have recently done a
generally good job – and really quickly btw – in getting people into a workspace
where they feel socially supported and connected to their colleagues.
This is the most important part of what I’m calling the SOS stage - that moment
when the carpet feels like it’s been torn from under you and you’ve lost
everything?
It's been rapidly replaced with virtual coffees, lunches, book clubs and #facewine
which are now so normalised and working so well that I’m not going to spend
too much time on the tactics for this - carry on!
However it is crucial to ensure your social needs are being met, and if you're not
feeling connected yet try these tactics:
Make connections: Many valuable relationships, pieces of advice, humour and

learning have come from a casual chat via the good old phone, linkedin,
whatsapp or facebook – it doesn’t have to be work, work, work.
Seek advice: We can’t all be experts in all things. Nor does any one person

have the time to track down every interesting idea. When you spend time
connecting with others, you have the opportunity to gain from their knowledge
and share your own.
Share your experience: Working and pursuing your career can be lonely. One of

the best benefits of taking the time to connect with other professionals is that
they understand your journey. When you are facing challenges or frustrations, a
trusted friend can prove invaluable.
The best time to find a true friend is before you need one, but if you don’t have a
group to share with, then consider a program like mine or an online community.
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Offer your help: Helping others triggers the same centres in the brain as food

and sex! It makes us feel good. ‘Help’ can be what-ever you want it to be; I
recommend something you enjoy doing so it’s never a chore. Offer it proactively;
being asked to help doesn’t work on the endorphins in the same way.
Ask for / accept help: many people have a mental block about this seeing it as

a failure, weakness or sign of surrender. Accepting help reinforces that it’s ok to
not be in control, you’re not alone, and another perspective might be all you
need. Try it.

Adaptability:
Our ability to adapt is largely determined by our mental and physical stamina. It
is the search for peak performance – the ability to sustain this never-ending,
high-pace marathon. Ask any runner if they have a different standard for the jog
around the block versus the marathon du sables, and they’ll look at you really
funny. Of course they do, and as leaders, so should we.
Some great resources on this can be found at The DNA of Performance.

Develop a growth mindset: Even though playing to your strengths reinforces

your self-esteem, don’t hide from your weaknesses – seek to develop yourself in
areas that matter to you and remember that if you’re not at something, you’re
not good at it yet. And you won’t be bad at it for long.
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Re-calibrate your sphere of control: reduce your sphere to the things you can

control and focus all your energy on those. You’ll probably find spring-cleaning
suddenly gives you quiet comfort – that’s your mind shrinking your sphere of
control for you.

What you
should be focused on

What you
can control

What tasks
are right,
right now

Burn-out is the opposite of resilience – so working harder is not the answer.

Our new way of remote working is far more intense in terms of concentration
and focus, and we can’t do a day of back to back remote meetings the way we
used to do it ‘in the real’.
Ask any programmer, and they’ll tell you – breaks are essential for concentration.
Breaks should include a range of things like daydreaming for a few minutes,
leaving your desk every 90 mins, clearing the weekend of work, taking at least 10
days a year as holiday.

Mindfulness: some people are put off by concepts like prayer, meditation or

yoga – but did you know mindfulness also includes art, doodling or puzzles – you
name it, these are all great stress-busters that work because you are focusing
hard on nothing much; which acts as a powerful circuit breaker.
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Food & Exercise: Being active boosts your feel-good endorphins and distracts

you from daily worries, building your resilience. Eating well is the core to
physical wellbeing. Start small; just start.

Sleep: A lack of sleep is a famously effective form of torture; ask any parent or

talk to the Marines.
In short if you think you’re not getting enough, you’re not. Get another hour in,
no good day follows a bad nights' sleep.
Try to be disciplined around your sleep patterns. Regular sleep & wake
times. Avoid late night alcohol, caffeine, meals, electronic blue light and
exercise. Set your room to cool and try a warm bath to drop your body
temperature.

Thank you for reading.
If you need to tackle your resilience, or any other aspect of your leadership role
right now, then you need to do one of these things:
Schedule a confidential, one-off mentoring call with me
Join the Level-Up group mentoring program specifically for Talent Leaders

rebecca.houghton@boldhr.com.au
www.boldhr.com.au

+61 (0)466 152 975
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